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Hello to everyone,

Spring has sprung! The weather has been great! Flying has been happening at the field! Come and enjoy
your hobby. 

The field is in great shape. Green, lush and weed free. The parking area is solid and not soft like most years
during early springtime. Thanks to Greg for applying the weed control last fall. it really shows now. Kenny has
rolled the runways 2 times and is preparing to roll again soon.

 Thanks to Kenny for all his efforts and his personal machinery that makes our grounds so nice. That means
he uses his truck, his trailer, his insurance, and his license plates. He washes and sharpens the blades on the
clubs mower and keeps the deck clean for a nice, level cut.  He stores the mower inside at his home and
does all the labor to support the proper maintenance our machine needs for a long life. Give him a thumbs up
when you see him for all his behind the scenes efforts that make our club a great place to fly and enjoy.

 I was happy to see our north runway mat stayed tight to the ground all winter with no signs of the edges
loosening and risks of getting caught by the wind. It is smooth, tight and very nice to fly electric planes from.
Remember, the mat is for electric planes only. 

Kenny and I looked at the remains of the shelters that the wind destroyed last fall. He is confident he can
make 1 shelter from what is left. The club would need to purchase the treated base wood, sheet metal roofing
and screws. Our thought is to replace the middle shelter where the cupboards and grill were. The cupboards
survived this event, How? Who knows. That shelter services the north runway and also provides a center
shelter for picnics (if we can ever safely have one).  The fence will need 1 vertical post and 2 top horizonal
poles that support the fence mesh. Kenny is going to get costs for the material needed to do this. We will get
an email out with that info before we move forward. 

We discussed removing the mat material where the 4th shelter was. We need to discuss that more and may
leave that mat where it is. That area can provide extra work space and make finding parts easy if dropped
while working on your plane.  Give any officer any thoughts about this or reply to this email with thoughts. 

 We did lose several plastic chairs during that ugly day. Several other chairs are brittle from the sun and age.
We need to replace the lost and worn out ones.  New ones are $10 to $15 at Walmart, depending on the
style. 6 or 8 will fill our needs for now. I will look at Ollies store on Portage Rd and see if they are less there or
if we happen to find some at a garage/yard sale, that will save more. 

One work station was destroyed and a few other ones were damaged during the storm.  Kenny and I looked
at them and can fix them with a minimum amount of material. Currently, we have plenty and will fix the
damaged ones this season. We lost several picnic tables but we have extra ones at the storage barn. None
will need to be purchased.  

The grill was destroyed. I don't see an immediate need to replace that. If we can have a picnic this year, I
have 2 grills we can use. Then, this fall, if it seems like Corona is going to let up and gathering is safe, we can
get one during the fall sales. Send me your thoughts about this or inform any officer. 
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get one during the fall sales. Send me your thoughts about this or inform any officer. 

Let's have a safe flying summer. Our club has 2 very competent safety officers. Kenny Guthrie and Greg
Cantrell. Both have a complete understanding of R/C models. They will be very happy to check any new or
current flying aircraft. They will look for minor problems that could turn major. Both are instructors and have
many flight hours. That's another benefit of our club. Please use it. 

I want to encourage seasoned pilots to do an "annual" to all aircraft before flying this spring. Finding a loose
control surface or an engine mount loose or cracked, pushrod or clevis not just right, a cracked fuel line or
any other maintenance or repair. Repairs are much easier at your shop than at the field.

It's not only more safe for everyone at the field but may save a plane or just save a day of flying because the
issue is corrected before getting to the field and not being able to fly. Use your club resources. It forms a
strong club, better experiences, more confidence and comradery when everyone shares their knowledge. All
those things simply create more fun while at the field. That's why we're here. 

 Also please take a few minutes to review the many emails that are sent from AMA. There is legislation on the
table that concerns R/C model aircraft. Important info is provided by AMA that will impact the future of our
hobby.  Please stay informed. Every AMA member receives the messages. Check them out. You may be
surprised how much AMA supports the individual model pilot/clubs and what could occur if they weren't
involved. Many great safety items are suggested in those emails. Look at them and refresh your operation
and safety procedures. Valuable information comes from AMA almost daily. 

Mowing will be the same schedule as last year. Fridays at 1pm Kenny, Greg or I will be there to mow, weed
eat and clean up the maintenance debris. That process takes approx. 2.5 hrs.

 During the spring high growth period, we will mow the runways only, on Tuesdays at 1pm as well. That
process takes approx. 1.5 hrs. These processes are weather related. If the weather requires a
different schedule, we will do our best to work around flying/mowing at different times. Our goal, since we
have our own mower is to mow when dry enough that we don't make ruts that we suffer with all season. 

The field is closed to flying during the mowing and cleanup. The field is open to arrive, setup your plane and
BS with your buddies, just no flying until the maintenance is completed.

We currently have 52 members. The club is in financially good shape and prepared for a good future.  Please
see Adam's treasury report.

 We gained 2 new members; James Weaver and William Yoder. Both are very skilled pilots, humble and
extremely pleasant to be around. They have plenty of knowledge, experience and love to talk about R/C
airplanes. Welcome James and Bill! You two should get here often and let everyone enjoy your skills.

The porta potty will be delivered approx. April 15th and will remain onsite until approx. October 15th. One
more sign the season is in full swing. 

Lastly: 

The officers are here for the membership, please allow us to enhance the year. Communicate with us. It helps
immensely and provides us confidence we are guiding the club together, as a club. Email and verbal
discussion allows everyone's thoughts to be heard. Please participate, let us know any thoughts. All
suggestions benefit the club.

Best wishes to all for a safe, enjoyable season. 

Until next time, hopes for blue skies and calm winds.

Jim Simo




